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Abstract

Theobjectiveof thispaper is to evaluatetheeffectivenessof using aMarkov switching
model to measure the synchronization of business cycles. We use a Bayesian, Gibbs
sampling approach to estimateamultivariateMarkov switching model of GDPgrowth
for several countries. We look for evidence of synchronization across countries in the
senseof common Markov states, covarianceof impulsesand a long-run co-integrating
relationship. We then use the fitted data implied by the posterior distribution of the
Markov switching VAR, in conjunction with a dating rule, to obtain the posterior dis-
tribution of binary business cycle states. We use these to investigate the posterior dis-
tributions of non-parametric measures of synchronization described by Harding and
Pagan (2003) and compare them with similar measures obtained from standard refer-
ence chronologies. As a point of reference, we repeat this exercise using simulated
data from a linear VAR.

We find no evidence of a common Markov state, but some evidence of the prop-
agation of country-specific disturbances across countries and of a co-integrating rela-
tionship between theUnited States and Canada. Posterior odds ratios overwhelmingly
favor the Markov switching model over the linear VAR and we find that the poste-
rior distributions of the non-parametric measures of synchronisation produced by the
Markov switching VAR match thedatamoreclosely than thoseproduced by the linear
VAR.



1 Introduction and motivation

SinceJamesHamilton’sseminal 1989 Econometrica paper, numerousstudieshaveap-

plied Markov switching models to the study of business cycles. Among many oth-

ers, see McCulloch and Tsay (1994), Albert and Chib (1993), Durland and McCurdy

(1994), Filardo (1994), Goodwin (1993), Kim and Nelson (1999a, b), and McConnell

and Perez-Quiros (2000). Within this framework output growth is modelled as an au-

toregressive process subject to parameter shifts, usually in the conditional mean, as

determined by a latent Markov process. Markov switching models are able to capture

asymmetries in thedepth and duration of output growth phasesand, in general, areable

to fit thedatabetter than linear models of output growth.

AsMarkov switchingmodelsprovideinformationabout thetimingof regimechanges,

they areoften used to createbusinesscyclechronologies, and thesecan beused to mea-

sure synchronization (see, for example Bodman and Crosby (2000), Guhaand Banerji

(1998)). However, a univariate regime switching framework seems an inappropriate

tool for drawing inferencesabout thesynchronization of businesscycles, asestimating

individual Markov switching models for each country isequivalent to imposing there-

striction that thedataaredrawn from amixtureof normal distributionswith adiagonal

covariancematrix.

Literature on the nature of synchronization between international business cycles

using a multivariate regime switching framework has been quite limited. Phillips

(1991) estimates a bivariate version of Hamilton’s (1989) regime switching model in

which theunconditional means of real GDPgrowth for a pair of economies aredriven

by an unobserved four state Markov process: a high growth and low growth state for

each country. Evidence of synchronization is assessed by testing restrictions on the

transition matrix which would imply a common two state Markov process affecting
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output growth in each country.

Krolzig (1997) extends Phillips’ (1991) analysis to the multivariate case, assum-

ing perfect synchronization of Markov states across countries. This assumption is

made in order to maketheanalysis tractableasan unrestricted version of an �-country

model with �� possibleregimeswould require theestimation of �� transition probabil-

ities. Any synchronization of business cycles in this approach arises through common

shocksasmeasured by theoff-diagonal elementsof thecovariancematrix and through

the propagation of cross country and country-specific shocks through the vector au-

toregressive terms. Artis et al. (2004), examining the European business cycle, extend

Krolzig’s (1997) analysis to allow for the possibility of a long run cointegrating rela-

tionship amongst theseries.

An alternative framework which avoids the restrictive assumption of a common

Markov state isdeveloped by Paap and Dijk (2003), who modelled therelationship be-

tween consumption and income. This approach allows thegrowth rate in each country

to depend on both its own Markov state and the Markov states of other countries. In

thisapproach only �� transition probabilitiesneed beestimated.

In the first part of our paper we adapt the Bayesian methods of Paap and van Dijk

to investigate the posterior distributions of the parameters of a six country Markov

switching vector autoregression (MS-VAR), in order to examine any synchronization

that occursin international businesscycles. Welook for evidenceof acommon Markov

state and for evidence of a long run cointegrating relationship in the countries’ GDP

data. In addition we examine the extent to which countries are affected by common

impulses and the nature of the propagation of these impulses between countries. For

comparison, wealso obtain theposterior distributionsof alinear VARanduseposterior

odds ratios to test thehypothesisof linearity.
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Harding and Pagan (2002) and Hess and Iwata (1997) have recently questioned

the appropriateness of using Markov switching models to capture the features of the

business cycle. In order to evaluate several popular models of real GDP growth, in-

cluding Markov switching models, they simulate data from the estimated parameters

of themodelsand compare theability of thesimulated data to match thecyclical char-

acteristics of the observed data, such as the duration and amplitude of phases of the

classical business cycle. Amongst their findings is that find that Markov switching

modelsperform quitepoorly in this regard relative to asimpleAR(1) model.

In the second part of our paper, we seek to examine whether or not allowing for

Markov switches in each country’s conditional mean growth rate provides any infor-

mation about the synchronization of business cycles over and above the linear VAR.

To do so, we make use of the measures of synchronization proposed by Harding and

Pagan (2003) who investigate the nature of what “synchronization” means in the con-

text of binary time series, drawing a distinction between concordance (the fraction of

time that two series are in the same state) and correlation (the extent to which turn-

ing points in the two series occur near each other). By using the fitted data implied

by the posterior distributions of the parameters of the VAR and the MS-VAR along

with random innovations, we construct the posterior distributions of concordance and

correlation statistics and compare them with the concordance and correlation of refer-

ence chronologies for classical cycles produced by the National Bureau of Economic

Research (NBER) and theEconomic CycleResearch Institute (ECRI) .

When assessing the fit of the two models to the data, we demonstrate that it is

important to distinguish measures of fit for which the characteristics of turning points

implied by amodel (such as duration or amplitude) arekey, and measures for which it

isthe location of turning pointsthat matters. Themain distinction between our Markov
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switching and linear VAR models is along this dimension. Although the linear VAR

produces turning points that agree fairly well with the data, we demonstrate that the

MS-VAR model contains vital information about the likely location of these turning

points. The posterior distribution of turning points generated by the linear VAR is

essentially �at across the sample period� as a consequence, the modal value of the

correlation of businesscycles iszero for all country pairs.

2 Dating cycles

We base our model on Paap and Dijk (2003), decomposing the vector of real GDP

levels�� � ���
�
��� � � � � � �

�
�

��
into a trend component�� and aVAR(�) process, ��

�� � �� � ��

where

�� �
��

���

������ � 	� (1)

with 	� � � �	�
�.

The trend component is assumed to be in�uenced by the unobserved state of each

economy, 
��� modeled as an independent, first order, Markov process, with 
�� � 	

indicating a period of high trend growth and 
�� � � indicating a period of low trend

growth for country �. Each Markov process is assumed to be stationary and ergodic,

switching according to the transition probabilities

�
�

�� � 	�


�
��� � 	

�
� ��

�
�

�� � ��


�
��� � �

�
� ��

The trend ismodelled as

�� � ���� � �� � ��
� (2)
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where �� �
�
���� � � � ��

�
�

��
and 
� �

�

�� � � � � � 


�
�

��
are � � � vectors and �� is an

� � � matrix so that an individual country’s trend component may be in�uenced by

own itsown Markov state
�� aswell as theMarkov statesof other countries, 
�� � �� �.

Asdescribed by Paap and Dijk (2003), thebackward solution of ��� is

�� � �� ����� � �� ��� �� � ��

��

���


� (3)

where�� is the initial valueof theMarkov trend.

It is by now well known that any � �� ��� process of form ��� may be expressed

equivalently as

��� � ����� �
����

���

������� � 	� (4)

where� �
��
����� � �� and �� �

����
������� , � � �� � � � � � � �. The model is

stationary if all thesolutions to

���� ���� � � � ������
�� � 	 (5)

lie outside the unit circle. In this case �� and therefore �� will be stationary around

a multivariate Markov trend and the long run impact matrix � will be of full rank�

���� ��� � �. As discussed by Paap and Dijk (2003), this will be a multivariate ex-

tension of theunivariateMarkov switching model of Lam(1990) and may beexpressed

in full as

���� � �� � ��
�� � �

�
���� ��� � �� ��� ��� ��

����

���


�

�
(6)

�
����

���

�� ������ � �� � ��
���� � 	�� (7)

A second possibility is that � � 	� implying � unit root solutions to ��� with

remaining roots outside theunit circle. �� is ���� and there isno long run relationship

between thevariables. In thiscase���may beexpressed as

���� � �� � ��
�� �
����

���

�� ������ � �� � ��
���� � 	��
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which isamultivariateextension of themodel of Hamilton (1989).

A third case of interest occurs when 	 � ���� ��� � � � � implying that � � �

roots lieon the unit circle, whileother roots lieoutside the unit circle. There will then

be � � � common stochastic trends. In this case� can be expressed as the product

���, where� and � are�� � matrices of rank � and ���� isastationary process. The

matrix � characterizesthe� cointegrating relationshipsbetween theelementsof �� and

� describes the impact of of the cointegrating vectorson theevolution of ���. In this

case ���may beexpressed as

���� � �� � ��
�� � ���

�
���� ��� � �� ��� ��� ��

����

���


�

�

�
����

���

�� ������ � �� � ��
���� � 	��

Thereare threesourcesof co-movement of real output series in thegeneral model:

Covariance of the VAR error terms, the propagation of impulses across countries via

the � and � terms, and through the common component of Markov level shifts in

growth rates of real GDP as represented by ��. Movements in output growth across

countrieswill be independent if �,�, �� and
 arediagonal.

2.1 Estimation

A drawback of estimating Markov switching models via maximum likelihood tech-

niques is that they require a degree of approximation when making inferences about


�. To see this note that as the state variables are unobserved, estimation of the

model is a two stage process. In the first stage, the vector of unknown parameters

� � ��� ������������ ���
� would be estimated so as to maximize the log of the

unconditional density of ��. Thisis found to bethesum of thejoint distributionsacross

all possiblestates. Onceestimates�� of � havebeen obtained, inferenceabout theprob-

ability of being in a particular state at a given point in time may be made by using the
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definition of conditional probability:

��
� � �������� � ����� 
� � ��������������

Therefore, estimates of the states do not re�ect the uncertainty inherent in the esti-

matesof ��. Unliketheclassical approach, Bayesian analysis treatsboth theparameters

of the model and the unobserved states as random variables, with inference about 
�

drawn from their joint distribution conditional upon the data, ��
�� ����� rather than

the conditional distribution, ��
� � ��������. As noted by Albert and Chib (1993),

this allows us to treat the unobserved states, �
������, as additional parameters to be

estimated (through simulation), along with theunknown parameters, �.

We adopt the Bayesian approach for estimating the parameters of the model out-

lined in Paap and Dijk (2003). Thisprocedure followsfrom recent work by Albert and

Chib (1993), who demonstrated that Bayesian estimation of Markov switching models

is relatively simple to implement using theGibbs sampler.

We make only two departures from Paap and Dijk (2003). The first is related to

how we identify the low growth states in the model. It is obvious that the likelihood

associated with any Markov switching model isonly identified up to arelabeling of the

state-dependent parameters of themodel. Weassociate theevent 
� � � with aperiod

of recession by imposing the identifying restriction.

���� ��� � ��� � 	�

where���� ��� refers to thediagonal elementsof thematrix �� Thismay appear to be

an overly restrictivecondition as it doesnot allow for thepossibility of associating the

event 
� � � with growth recessions.1 In Smith and Summers (2003), following from

recent work by Hamilton et al. (2003), we show that relying on an order restriction

1That is, periods whereeconomic growth isbelow its trend rate, but still positive.
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for the means, in this case the weaker restriction ���� ���� � 	, can result in bimodal

posterior distributions for key parameters in the model (such as the diagonal elements

of �� and��). Thisbimodality can in turn distort the inferenceonedrawsabout thefit

of themodel. Weencountered similar problems when we experimented with allowing

for growth cycles rather than classical business cycles in the multivariate framework

presented here.

In order to sample�� so that ���� ���� � ����� ���� we adopt the approach of

Geweke (1991) , who suggested an efficient method for drawing samples from a trun-

cated multivariatenormal distribution subject to linear constraints. Thismethod makes

use of the property that the distribution of each element of ��� conditional on each of

theother elementsof ��, will also be truncated normal. As such, it is possible to sam-

ple recursively from univariate truncated normals subsequent to aCholesky decompo-

sition. This method was independently developed by Keane (1990), and Hajivassiliou

and McFadden (1998). The resulting technique is known as the Gewke-Hajivassiliou-

Keane (GHK) simulator. While several other methods for sampling from a truncated

multivariatenormal distribution exist, Hajivassiliou et al. (1996) makeacomparison of

several methodsand conclude that theGHK simulator is themost reliablemethod. We

adopt that approach here.2

The second difference between our approach and that of Paap and Dijk (2003) is

that we specify independent beta priors for �� and � rather than uniform priors. The

transition probabilitiesin univariateMarkov switching modelscontain important infor-

mation about theexpected duration of regimes. It can beeasily shown that theexpected

duration of ahigh-growth regimefor country � is ��� ���
��, while theexpected dura-

tion of a low-growth regime is ��� ��
��. Obviously, theseparametershaveaslightly

2Code for the simulator was obtained from the home page of V. Hajivassiliou:
http://econ.lse.ac.uk/˜vassilis/
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different interpretation in the MS-VAR as the growth rate of country � may also be

affected (either positively or negatively) by low growth periods of the other countries.

However, given that the prior means of the off-diagonal elements of ��, �, � and 


are set to zero, implying independence of business cycles, it seems reasonable to set

thepriorson �� and � to be to consistent with businesscycle frequencies. This isgen-

erally considered to be the case if transition probabilities lie in the interval 0.75-0.95

for quarterly data, implying business cycle durations in the range of 1-5 years. The

prior distributionsof ��� and ��� areaccordingly set to havemeansof 0.8 and standard

deviations of 0.16 for each country. These priors have been used often in Bayesian

estimation of Markov switching models: see Kim and Nelson (1999b) or Albert and

Chib (1993), for example.

3 Posterior distributions

Seasonally adjusted real GDP data for Australia, Canada, Japan, Germany the U.K.

and the U.S. were taken from Datastream for the period 1961:I to 2001:IV. Thus

�� � ���
�
���	� � ��	�� � ��
� � ���� � ����� � �����

��
. To take account of the effect

of German reunification weran a de-meaning regression of German GDP growth on a

dummy variablewhich took thevalue1 in 1991:I, then adjusted thelevel seriesaccord-

ingly. Most studiesshow that AR(1) specification issufficient to model thegrowth rate

of real GDPso weset � � �. Wegenerate250,000 iterationsof theGibbssampler and

usethefinal 75,000 for inference. Thepoint estimatesof theposterior meansof thepa-

rametersof equations ���, ��� and
 under therestriction�� � 	 and for theMS-VAR

arepresented in appendix 1. MS-VAR are presented in appendix 1. Parameters which

are“significant” in thesensethat their posterior mean isat least two posterior standard

errors from zero 0 areprinted in bold.3

3The“ t-ratios” for residual varianceestimates for Australiaand Canadaare1.65 and 1.52, respectively
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Very few off-diagonal elementsof the long-run impact matrix � aresignificant and

the impact of aMarkov trend hasvery little impact: theeffect of the��	��� on������

becomessignificant, whilethesignificanceof theeffect of ��	��� on����	� fallsaway.

Theimpact of theMarkov trend on theshort -run impact matrix � isalso quite limited,

theonly notableeffect being that thesignificanceof the impact of ���	��� on�����

is removed, as is the impact of ������� on ������ . The most striking effect of

the inclusion of Markov trend on the estimated equation is the diagonalization of the

covariance matrix 
 and the reduction of the varianceof country specific impulses for

all countriesexcept Australia.

The parameters of the�� matrix are best understood in conjunction with figure 1

below, which presents the posterior probabilities� �
� � �� for each country. Shaded

areas represent classical recessions as dated by the NBER for the United States and

ECRI for other countries. For each country except theUnited Kingdom and Australia,

periods for which � �
� � ��  	�� seem to be associated with specific periods of

recession.

3.1 Posterior odds

A by-product of our estimation procedure is an estimate of the posterior odds ratio in

favor of the linear VAR relative to theMS-VAR. Newton and Raftery’s (1994) method

is used to estimate the marginal likelihoods of each model based upon the output of

the posterior simulators. The log of the estimated marginal likelihood is 348.7053

for the MS-VAR model, while that of the linear VAR is 128.2073. This results in a

Bayes factor of 220.498 favouring MS-VAR, which, on the scale suggested by Kass

and Raftery (1995), may be interpreted asdecisiveevidenceagainst the linear VAR.
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Figure1: Posterior model probabilitiesof being in thelow growth state,� �
�� � ���� �,
Markov Switching VAR. Shaded barsarerecession phases from theNBER for theUS,
from the Melbourne Institute for Australia, and from the Economic Cycle Research
Institute for all other countries.
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3.2 Cointegration

As discussed above, the model of Paap and Dijk (2003) is attractive for our pur-

poses because it allows separate analysis of possible cointegration and the effects of

the Markov state variables. Because the primary focus of this paper is on the latter,

however, we present our cointegration results only brie�y, and mainly using informal

graphical methods.

We assessed the cointegrating rank of both models using the techniques described

in Paap and Dijk (2003), which are based on the singular value decomposition of the

� matrix. For both theMarkov switching and linear VAR models, theposterior distri-

butions of the cointegrating rank had mass 1 on a rank of 1. In order to examine the

cointegrating vector for each model, we imposed a rank of oneand computed thepos-

terior distribution of the� and � vectors using the posterior mean cointegrating space

(PMCS) estimator of Villani (2003). This estimator is attractive because it is invariant

to the order of variables in the system, and does not require us to normalize on a par-

ticular coefficient. The technique is a simple modification of the procedure described

in Paap and Dijk (2003), and proceedsas follows:

1. compute �� and �� asdescribed in Paap and Dijk (2003)�

2. re-normalize �� to make it orthonormal: �� � ��
	
��
���

����

(and normalize �� in

acomplementary manner so that theproduct isunchanged)�

3. compute the eigenvalues of ����
�

corresponding to the � largest eigenvalues (in

our case, � � ���

4. thePMCSestimator �� is then themean of ����
�

acrossGibbssampling draws.

Figures 2 and 3 show the posterior distributions of the cointegrating vector and
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corresponding � terms for the MS-VAR model. The only two � coefficients with ap-

preciable posterior mass away from zero are those corresponding to the United States

and Canada. The distributions suggest that these coefficients are equal in magnitude

and opposite in sign. In addition, only Canada seems to respond to movements in the

error correction term. Theinterpretation of thecointegrating relationship isstraightfor-

ward in thiscase, and intuitively plausible.

Thingsarenot asclear in thelinear VARcase, however. In thiscaseit would appear

from figure 4 that the � coefficients for the United States and Germany are equal and

opposite, as are those of Canada and Japan (although the latter two have appreciable

massaround zero). Figure5 suggests that all of the� termsareprobably close to zero,

with thepossibleexception of Japan (and to a lesser extent, Australia). Although there

may be good reasons to expect cointegration between GDP in the US and Germany, it

is not clear why this relationship would only “matter” to Japan. Again, there may be

a plausible economic rationale for this, but we would argue that the results from the

MS-VAR model haveamoreappealing “Occam’s razor” property.

3.3 Common Markov states

As Paap and Dijk (2003) show, inference on whether the six countries in our sample

shareacommon Markov statevariablecan becarried out in amanner analogousto that

for cointegration rank, by performing asingular valuedecomposition on thematrix ���

When wecomputetheposterior probability distribution acrossthepossiblenumbersof

Markov states, the inference isnearly asstark as it is in thecaseof cointegration. Over

96.5 per cent of the posterior probability was assigned to a model with six Markov

states. Therewasabout a2.1 per cent probability that �� hasarank of five, and 1.3 per

13
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Figure2: Posterior distributionsof cointegrating vector coefficients, MS-VAR model
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Figure3: Posterior distributionsof error-correction adjustment terms ���, MS-VAR
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Figure4: Posterior distributionsof cointegrating vector coefficients, linear VAR model
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Figure5: Posterior distributionsof error-correction adjustment terms ���, linear VAR
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cent that it hasarank of four. Based on theseresults, weretain aseparateMarkov state

variable for each country. Our results suggest that MS-VAR models such as that used

by Krolzig (1997) and Artis et al. (2004), which contain a single state variable for all

countries, arenot supported by thedata.

While these results rule out the perfect synchronization of Markov states, there is

still scope for the state of one country to affect the others contemporaneously through

the off-diagonal elements of ��� This is in fact the case for a number of countries, as

theparameter estimatesabove indicate.

4 Posterior analysis of business cycle phases

4.1 Censoring of Markov states

Once we have identified an initial set of Markov states 
�, we need to convert them

into business cycle states!�. This is necessary because we wish to assess the ability

of the Markov switching model to generate “business cycles” that look like the actual

ones that we observe. Our ultimate functions of interest therefore concern!�’s and

not 
�’s.

A common method of converting the former to the latter is to set !� � � if

� �
� � ���� � 	 	��. However, asargued by Harding and Pagan (2002), aset of turn-

ing pointsneeds to meet several important criteria to match thedefinition of abusiness

cycle as commonly used by traditional dating committees such as the NBER. These

criteria include peaks and troughs that alternate and minimum durations of recessions

and expansions.

The Bry and Boschan (1971) dating algorithm was developed as a transparent and

automatic nonparametric method of dating the turning pointsof thebusinesscycle in a

monthly series. It isdirectly based upon themethodology of Burnsand Mitchell (1946)
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and thedating committeeat theNBER. Harding and Pagan (2002) adjust thealgorithm

for quarterly data. Given aquarterly timeseries, �� they defineatrough asoccurring at

time � whenever

��� � ���� � 	� �� � ���� � 	� ���� � ��  	� ���� � ����  	� �

ensuring that �� is a local minimum relative to the two quarters on either side of the

observation. A peak isdefined analogously asoccurring whenever

��� � ����  	� �� � ����  	� ���� � �� � 	� ���� � ���� � 	� �

This rule, combined with some other censoring rules that impose a five quarter

minimum duration for an entire cycle and a minimum of two quarters for each expan-

sion or contraction phase, is named the BBQ algorithm by Harding and Pagan (2002).

We follow Harding and Pagan and use their BBQ algorithm to map the 
� into !�.

This procedure ensures that the simulated data from the Markov switching model is

treated in the same way as the actual data, insofar as the location of turning points is

concerned.

For each draw of the parameters, we constructed a data series of the same length

as our observed sample, then filtered these series using the BBQ dating algorithm and

NBER-stylecensoring rules. Wehaveused the sameprocedure in earlier work (Smith

and Summers (2002)) to relate Bayesian priors on model parameters to implied priors

on observablefeaturesof real-world businesscycles. Thisresulted in 75,000 simulated

businesscyclechronologies for each country. Becausesomeparameter valuesresulted

in explosive behavior in the simulated data, we impose a further “ reality check.” This

consisted of excluding from our analysis any simulated data series in which the max-

imum or minimum growth rate was greater (in absolute value) than four times the

observed maximum or minimum. We also excludesimulated series with less than two
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turning points. This is necessary to rule out cases in which a single expansion or con-

traction acts as an absorbing state. The proportion of simulated series that satisfied

thesecriteria isgiven in the tablebelow.

Model Australia US UK Germany Canada Japan
MS-VAR 0.9962 0.9962 0.9928 0.9960 0.9941 0.9286
VAR 0.9803 0.9684 0.9839 0.9822 0.9241 0.7067

The“reality check” filter had moreof an effect on datasimulated from the linear VAR,

especially for Japan. This table gives at least some informal support to the MS-VAR

model, in thesensethat datagenerated from that model aremorelikely to resembleour

actual GDPdata.4

Figure 6 depicts the posterior probability of the business cycle states, !�� being

in a recession at each point in time. These probabilities were calculated by taking the

mean of the 75,000 draws of the business cycle state vector at each time � from the

Markov switching VAR. A similar picture for the linear VAR ispresented in figure7.

The contrast between the performance of the two models highlighted by figures 6

and 7 isstriking. It isnot correct to infer from figure7 that the linear VAR model does

not generate turning points or cycles. Indeed, we demonstrate below that the linear

VAR does in fact generate turning points – see table 2 and figures 8 and 10 – and that

in many casesthismodel doesaswell astheMS-VAR when compared to thedata. The

message from figure 7 is that these cycles occur with roughly equal probability at all

dates throughout the sample period, and so get averaged out across Gibbs draws. Fur-

thermore, becausetheresidual covariancematrix isnot diagonal, thecontemporaneous

correlation of shocksacrosscountriesmeansthat thecyclesgenerated by theVAR tend

4It is important to note that we are not simulating data in the same way as, for example, Harding and
Pagan (2002). An equivalent procedure in our case would involve generating a large number of simulated
data series with the parameter values fixed at their posterior means. Here we are interested in the nature
of the posterior distributions of quantities such as �

�
���
�

� �
�
� or the correlation between ���

�
and

���
�

� It is thesedistributions that weare really “simulating.”
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to have concordance and correlation values that are not too dissimilar to the observed

data (we discuss these measures below). In other words, given any single draw of the

parameters, turning pointsmay occur near each other. But there isno reason to expect

them to occur at samepoints in thesample across draws.

On the other hand, the Markov switching VAR has additional information about

where turning points are likely to be located over the sampleperiod. Although the un-

observed Markov states
� aredifferent from thebusinesscycle states!� , the former

do seem to convey important information about the temporal location of the latter.5

4.2 Assessing synchronization

Recent papersby Artis et al. (1997) and Bodman and Crosby (2000) employ nonpara-

metric methods to test for the independenceof businesscycles in theG7 countries(the

United States, Japan, Germany, theUnited Kingdom, France, Italy, and Canada). Both

papers rely (implicitly or explicitly) on a binary indicator variable, taking the value

one in expansions and zero in recessions. The indicator variable is constructed from

a business cycle chronology for each country.6 Artis et al. (1997) use a version of the

Bry-Boschan algorithm to obtain their chronologies. Once the peak and trough dates

(i.e., the beginning dates of recessions and expansions, respectively) have been iden-

tified for each country, these authors use Pearson’s contingency coefficient to test the

null hypothesisof independenceof theG7 businesscycles.

Alternatively, Bodman and Crosby (2000) treat the product �� �!��� ���!���

as an independent Bernoulli random variable for each country. These authors are thus

specifically testing the independenceof recessions in each country.
5This information is, of course, dependent on the entire observed sample. If we were forecasting future

businesscycles, for instance, then astheforecast horizon lengthens, theprobability of futurerecessionsfrom
theMS-VAR model would converge to the unconditional mean (but calculated from the� ��� not the�����

6In studies that employ Markov switching models, �� is typically derived from the state variable ��
described above, by a rule such as�� � � if �� ��� � ���� � � ��� (recall that our parameterization
identifies�� � � with periods of high growth).
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A third measure of synchronization of two or more business cycles is the concor-

dance index described in Harding and Pagan (2003) . They define the concordance

index, ��, between two binary seriesas theaverage fraction of thesample for which the

two seriesare in thesamestate:

�� � "��

�
��

���

!��!�� �
��

���

���!��� ���!���

�
� (8)

where" is thesamplesize. Harding and Pagan note that thiscan be re-written as

�� � � � �
�
�#� �$���$�� � �%���%��

�
� �%�� � �%��� (9)

In thisexpression, �%�� and �$�� aretheestimatedmeanandstandarddeviationof!��

etc., while�#� isthecorrelation between!� and!�� AsHarding and Pagan point out,

theusefulnessof equation ��� is that it makesclear that thevalueof �� dependson both

the correlation between the two series and on how often they are in the expansion

state! � �� In measuring synchronization between cycles in industrial production

for several countries, Harding and Pagan note that it is often thecase that ahigh value

of �� coincides with a low value of �# (for a given pair of series). We find a similar

phenomenon when we examine cycles in GDP across the six countries listed above.

For most of thecountry pairsthat weexamine, theposterior distribution of �� impliedby

theMS-VAR model isamuch better description of theactual data than is theposterior

of �#�

In the next two sub-sections, we assess the extent to which the United States busi-

nesscycleissynchronized with thoseof theother countries, by presenting theposterior

distributions of both �� and #. We constructed the prior and posterior distributions of

the concordance and correlation measures using the corresponding distribution of the

parameters of the MS-VAR and linear VAR models, via the simulated data series de-
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scribed above.

4.3 Posterior distributions of the concordance statistics

The results of our analysis of concordance among business cycles in the six countries

areshown below thediagonal in tables 1 and 2 and also in figure8. In each figure, we

present the posterior distributions of the concordance statistics generated by the MS-

VAR (dotted lines) and the VAR model (unbroken lines), along with the actual value

computed from the business cycle chronology for each country (the vertical dashed

lines).7 A comparison of the prior and posterior distributions, as implied by the prior

distribution on thelinear VAR and MS-VAR parameters, ispresented in figure9 for the

United Statesand Canada. Thepriorsaresimilar for theother country pairs.

For all the country pairs, the prior distribution of the concordance index is quite

diffuse relative to the posterior. The�atness of the prior implies a belief that the busi-

ness cycle states across countries are just as likely to be out of phase as they are to be

in phase. Thedataarereasonably informativeabout theamount of timeany given pair

of countries could be expected to be in the same business cycle state. Furthermore,

themassof theposterior distributionsof theconcordancestatistics implied by theMS-

VAR is closer to thevalueof the data for 10 out of the15 country pairs. This suggests

that the underlying MS-VAR model provides a slightly better framework for studying

thisaspect of synchronization than the linear VAR.

7To compute the actual values, we use the NBER business cycle chronology for the
United States (http://www.nber.org/cycles/), and the Melbourne Institute’s chronology for Australia
(http://wff2.ecom.unimelb.edu.au/iaesrwww/bcf/bdates5197.html). All other chronologiesarefromtheEco-
nomic CycleResearch Institute (ECRI� http://www.businesscycle.com/research/intlcycledates.php).
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Figure8: Posterior distribution of concordance indexes
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Table1: Posterior quantilesof businesscycleconcordances, MS-VAR model

Australia Canada Japan Germany United Kingdom
United States 0.8085� 0.8662 0.8185 0.7749 0.6980

(0.0682) (0.0552) �	������ (0.0845) �	������
[0.8310] [0.8873] [0.8803] �	��	�	� �	������
0.7866 08659 0.8049 0.8110 0.8232

Australia 0.8412 0.8311 0.7566 0.6575
�	�	���� �	�	��	� �	�	���� �	������
�	������ �	������ �	����	� �	������
0.8963 0.6890 0.7561 0.8293

Canada 0.8490 0.7742 0.6816
�	��	��� �	�	���� �	������
�	��	��� �	������ �	������
0.7439 0.7988 0.8963

Japan 0.8097 0.6557
�	�	���� �	������
�	������ �	������
0.7744 0.7378

Germany 0.6577
�	������
�	��	�	�
0.7378

� For eachcountry pair, therowsin thetableshow theposterior mean, (standard
deviation), [mode], and data value
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Figure 9: Prior and posterior distributions of business cycle concordance between the
USand Canada
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Table2: Posterior quantilesof business cycleconcordances, linear VAR model

Australia Canada Japan Germany United Kingdom
United States 0.8644� 0.9104 0.8855 0.8642 0.8509

�	�	���� �	�	���� �	�	��	� �	�	���� �	�	����
�	������ �	������ �	������ �	������ �	������
0.7866 0.8659 0.8049 0.8110 0.8232

Australia 0.8846 0.8783 0.8517 0.8242
�	�	���� �	�	���� �	�	���� �	�	����
�	������ �	������ �	������ �	������
0.8963 0.6890 0.7561 0.8293

Canada 0.9137 0.8769 0.8453
�	�	���� �	�	���� �	�	����
�	������ �	������ �	������
0.7439 0.7988 0.8963

Japan 0.8930 0.8405
�	�	���� �	�	����
�	���	�� �	����	�
0.7744 0.7378

Germany 0.8303
�	�	�	��
�	������
0.7378

� For each country pair, therowsin thetableshow theposterior mean, (standard
deviation), [mode], and data value

4.4 Posterior distributions of the correlation statistics

Posterior distributions of the bilateral correlations of censored business cycle states

for the MS-VAR and VAR are presented in tables 3 and 4 and in figure 10. Again,

the dotted line depicts the posterior distribution of the concordance statistic for the

MS-VAR, while the solid line depicts the posterior distribution of the concordance

statistic for the VAR. As with the figures displaying the concordance statistics, the

simulated prior distributionsand actual datavalues(thevertical broken lines) for these

correlationshavealso been plotted, for theUSand Canada, in figure11.
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Figure10: Posterior distribution of correlations
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Table3: Posterior quantilesof businesscyclecorrelations, MS-VAR model

Australia Canada Japan Germany United Kingdom
United States 0.2115� 0.4026 0.0880 0.1478 0.1738

�	������ �	������ �	������ �	���	�� �	������
�	��	��� �	������ ��	�	���� �	������ �	����	�
0.2212 0.3530 0.2493 0.4338 0.1929

Australia 0.2914 0.0875 0.0584 0.0512
�	������ �	������ �	������ �	������
�	����	� ��	�	���� ��	�	���� �	�	����
0.6286 -0.0535 0.2967 0.3605

Canada 0.1009 0.0622 0.0916
�	���	�� �	������ �	������
��	�	���� ��	�	��	� �	�	����
-0.0946 0.3797 0.4589

Japan 0.0744 0.0286
�	������ �	������
��	�	�	�� ��	�	����
0.3368 -0.0630

Germany 0.0708
�	������
�	�	����
0.3630

� For each country pair, the rows in the table show the posterior mean, (standard
deviation), [mode], and data value

The striking feature of these distributions is that the posterior distributions of the

correlation statistics are bimodal for nearly all of the country pairs for the VAR and

also for several of the country pairs for the MS-VAR. This is related to the relatively

informativeprior on thecorrelation statistics implied by theprior of theVAR and MS-

VAR models. As the data is simulated under the prior of a linear model with diagonal

covariance and null correlation matrices, a large mass of the prior distribution of the

correlation statistic is concentrated around zero. This is in stark contrast to the rela-

tively �at distributions of the prior on theconcordance indexes depicted in figure9. If

the data are not very informative about the off-diagonal elements of the ��, �, � or


 matrices, then there will be very little clustering of turning points and the posterior

distribution of the correlations between the business cycle states of country pairs will
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Table4: Posterior quantilesof businesscyclecorrelations, linear VAR model

Australia Canada Japan Germany United Kingdom
United States 0.1362� 0.3140 0.1227 0.1464 0.2113

�	������ �	������ �	������ �	��	��� �	������
��	�	���� ��	�	���� ��	�	���� ��	�	���� ��	�	����
0.2212 0.3530 0.2493 0.4338 0.1929

Australia 0.1763 0.1076 0.1149 0.1146
�	���	�� �	������ �	������ �	������
��	�	���� ��	�	���� ��	�	���� ��	�	����
0.6286 -0.0535 0.2967 0.3605

Canada 0.2522 0.1374 0.1392
�	������ �	������ �	������
��	�	���� ��	�	���� ��	�	����
-0.0946 0.3797 0.4589

Japan 0.1410 0.0937
�	������ �	������
��	�	���� ��	�	����
0.3368 -0.0630

Germany 0.1592
�	����	�
��	�	����
0.3630

� For each country pair, the rows in the table show the posterior mean, (standard
deviation), [mode], and data value
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Figure 11: Prior and posterior distributions of business cycle correlation between the
USand Canada
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also haveconsiderablemassaround zero.

The MS-VAR is noticeably more informative about the nature of correlations be-

tween business cycle states across countries than the linear VAR model, and usually

better at capturing theactual correlations. This isbecausetheMS-VAR providesaddi-

tional information about the temporal location of turning points. In addition, the mass

of the posterior distribution of the correlation statistics for the MS-VAR lies closer

to the correlation for the data than does the linear VAR for most models. However,

while the MS-VAR is more informative than the VAR about the correlation between

business cyclestates, theonly country pair for which theMS-VAR exhibitssignificant

correlation (i.e., a t-ratio of at least 2) is theUnited Statesand Canada.

HardingandPagan (2003, p. 14 and25) present correlation statisticsandassociated

robust t-ratios for industrial production in several OECD countries. They also find

quite small correlations relative to the estimated concordance statistics, although the

correlations are generally somewhat larger in absolute value than the modes of our

posterior distributions. For the country pairs in common with our sample, they find

only the correlations between the Unites States and Canada and Japan and Germany

to be significant at the 95% level. Given that the MS-VAR performs quite poorly in

locating businesscycle turning points in our GDP data for both Germany and Japan, it

isnot surprising that theMS-VAR fails to capturemuch correlation between these two

countries.

5 Conclusions and future directions

This paper has analyzed the extent of synchronization in �uctuations of real GDP

across several industrialized countries using a Markov switching VAR. We find little

evidence of synchronization in the sense of either a common Markov trend or covari-
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anceof country specific impulsesacrosscountries. However, wedo find evidenceof a

long-run cointegrating relationship between theUnited Statesand Canada. Simulating

data from the posterior distribution of the MS-VAR, wefind that the only country pair

for which the mass of the posterior distribution of the correlation between business

cycle turning points liesaway from zero is theUnited Statesand Canada.

In the title, weask how well Markov switching models perform in measuring syn-

chronization. We find that the MS-VAR model appears to perform quite well in cap-

turing the synchronization of classical business cycles observed in standard reference

chronologies and certainly performs better than the linear VAR. This is because busi-

nesscyclessimulated from alinear VAR occur with roughly equal probability through-

out the sample, whereas MS-VAR models provide additional information about the

location of turning points in the data. This result has implications for real business

cycleresearcherswho useVAR modelsto measureco-movements in thedata. Because

dynamic, stochastic general equilibrium modelsrely on VAR representationsof a(log)

linearized version of a model, the “co-movement” they produce will not necessarily

resemblethetemporal aspectsof actual businesscycles. In many cases, thesetemporal

aspects are not of primary interest. However, they are essential for answering ques-

tionssuch aswhether businesscycleshavebecomemoreor lesssynchronized in recent

years.

Thereareseveral issues that remain unresolved. Thefirst is that wehavesimulated

data from the entire posterior distributions of the models’ parameters. It is possible

that both models may have performed better in reproducing observed correlations and

concordances if we had instead simulated the data from a high-probability region of

the posterior distribution such as the posterior mean or mode. Secondly, it may be

informative to allow for a richer dependence on lags of Markov states. This could
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be achieved by including 
�	��� in the determination of 
��� or allowing for duration

dependencealong the linesof Filardo and Gordon (1998).

Finally, McConnell and Perez-Quiros (2000), Kim and Nelson (1999a) and Stock

and Watson (2002) amongst others, document a reduction in the volatility of output

growth for theUSand several other countriessince theearly 1980’s. In addition, Kose

et al. (2003) document an increase in the importance of a global factor in explaining

output variancesin theG-7 since1986, whileBordo and Helbling (2003) find evidence

that businesscycleshavebecomesteadily moresynchronized over thecourseof twen-

tieth century. For a given covariance, a reduction in the idiosyncratic variances will

lead to an increase in the correlation between two series. It would therefore be useful

to test whether or not any apparent increasein synchronization isaproduct of increased

covariance or decreased country-specific variances. One way of doing this would be

to specify the covariance matrix as following an independent Markov process. This

is a multivariate generalization of McConnell and Perez-Quiros (2000), Kim and Nel-

son (1999a) and Smith and Summers (2002). However, such a generalization would

also imply allowing thevalue of the Markov variable governing the covariance matrix

to affect the mean growth rates, and vice versa. There is also the issue of whether

to allow for switching in the covariances between countries. We choose to leave the

investigation of these issues to futurework.
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Appendix A Parameter estimates

A.1 VAR
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A.2 MS-VAR
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Appendix B Standard errors

B.1 VAR
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B.2 MS-VAR
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